NEWS

Ford Developing New Automated Parking System that Enables
Push-Button Parking From Inside or Outside of the Vehicle
•

Ford is developing automated parking technology to enable customers to park at the
touch of a button from inside or outside of their car

•

Ford’s Fully Assisted Parking Aid prototype controls steering, gear selection and
forward and reverse motion to facilitate push-button parking

•

Fully Assisted Parking Aid builds on existing Ford technologies such as Active Park
Assist and Ford Powershift transmissions

LOMMEL, Belgium, Oct. 8, 2013 – Ford Motor Company is developing a new automated
parking technology that could enable drivers to park with only the push of a button from inside or
outside of their car.
The technology called Fully Assisted Parking Aid is currently in the prototype phase and
controls steering, gear selection, and forward and reverse motion to facilitate push-button
parking. Ford is demonstrating the technology to journalists for the first time this week at its
proving grounds in Lommel, Belgium, and a video demonstration can be viewed here.
“Parking in today’s cities can be stressful and difficult,” said Barb Samardzich, vice president,
Product Development, Ford of Europe. “We want to make it as easy, efficient and accurate as
possible – and that means exploring new concepts and approaches.”
Experts from Ford’s Research and Advanced Engineering organisation are harnessing
advances made in existing Ford technologies, such as Active Park Assist and Ford Powershift
transmission, to deliver the next generation of parking technology – Fully Assisted Parking Aid.
Ford Powershift transmission is able to electronically control forward and reverse gear changes
without physical driver input, while Active Park Assist can scan for appropriately-sized parking
spaces and steer a car into that space.
Fully Assisted Parking Aid would detect a suitable parallel parking space using ultrasonic
sensors. The driver would then activate the system by taking the car out of gear (putting it into
neutral) and pushing a button either from inside the car or outside by remote control. The
system would then take control of the steering, forward and reverse motion, braking and
guidance to manoeuvre the vehicle into the space.
Fully Assisted Parking Aid would locate parking spaces at speeds of up to 30 km/h and require
the driver to retain pressure on the button for the duration of the manoeuvre, enabling them to
cancel or override the system at any time.
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And because Ford’s parking systems can manoeuvre vehicles into spaces just 20 per cent
longer than the overall vehicle length – Fully Assisted Parking Aid could free-up parking space
lost to inefficient parking if utilised on a large number of vehicles.
Ford recently unveiled the all-new Ford S-MAX Concept featuring a number of next-generation
technologies including an advanced version of Active Park Assist with perpendicular parking
capability – a system that could be further utilised by Fully Assisted Parking Aid to help drivers
effortlessly manoeuvre into compact parking spaces and garages.
“The key is that we already have the technologies that put us in a position where we could one
day make fully automated parking a reality for Ford customers,” said Paul Mascarenas, chief
technical officer and vice president Ford Research and Innovation. “Fully Assisted Parking Aid
could provide additional benefit to drivers with reduced mobility, including disabled and elderly
drivers, as well as customers who face difficult reverse-parking manoeuvres in busy and narrow
streets every day.”

###
Ford of Europe is responsible for producing, selling and servicing Ford brand vehicles in 50 individual
markets and employs approximately 47,000 employees at its wholly owned facilities and approximately
67,000 people when joint ventures and unconsolidated businesses are included. In addition to Ford Motor
Credit Company, Ford Europe operations include Ford Customer Service Division and 22 manufacturing
facilities (13 wholly owned or consolidated joint venture facilities and nine unconsolidated joint venture
facilities). The first Ford cars were shipped to Europe in 1903 – the same year Ford Motor Company was
founded. European production started in 1911.
About Ford Motor Company
Ford Motor Company, a global automotive industry leader based in Dearborn, Mich., manufactures or
distributes automobiles across six continents. With about 177,000 employees and 65 plants worldwide,
the company’s automotive brands include Ford and Lincoln. The company provides financial services
through Ford Motor Credit Company. For more information about Ford and its products worldwide please
visit www.corporate.ford.com.
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